been conducted in an untested context. Also, the investigated public universities can enhance their knowledge management Practices by implementing knowledge-oriented leadership style.
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**Abstract:** The importance of knowledge management in the healthcare sector has been highlighted in an attempt to expand the speed of new digital technologies to establish external collaboration, employee engagement, networking, and customer service, providing at the same time new challenges for the overall education system. Kim and Lee’s empirical study, supported on Davenport and Prusak's framework, evaluated to what extent i) organizational culture (ii) organizational structure, (iii) application of information technology, influence sharing knowledge capabilities in public organizations in South Korea. The goal is to validate Kim and Lee's instrument, trying to replicate the theoretical model suggested by them but not fully validated, with 203 health professionals from the Algarve region (southern Portugal). The data were submitted to an exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis with (STATA), in order to meet a criterion-related validity. Results show the effect of "cultural organizational" through the facets "visions and objectives," "trust," and "social networks" on KSC. The variables “organizational structure” and “information technology” provided no statistical support because they were not significantly associated with employee's knowledge-sharing capabilities. Small
sample size and perceptual measures are only some of several limitations. Future studies must prepare a systematic literature review and use the results of this first study in order to find out a valid model.
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**Abstract**: This research paper describes a teaching practices management framework (TPMF) that strongly supports sharing processes among instructors, particularly those that can be performed with the help of an information system. The purpose is to allow teachers’ accumulated experience to be identified, shared and reused, which can offer significant benefits, including the introduction of teaching innovations. Such innovation can lead to improvements in overall teaching quality and the enhancement of academics’ professional development efforts. The development of the TPMF in the present study has been informed by semi-structured interviews conducted with 22 instructors working in two universities in Saudi Arabia; these interviews were undertaken to better understand the academics’ actual knowledge sharing behaviours in relation to TPs and also to gain a perspective of current knowledge sharing approaches. An inductive coding approach was employed to help the researcher extract themes that were mentioned by the interviewees. It is believed that this framework could be of great assistance to the higher education sector. We further recommend that it could be used as a guideline for developing systems aimed at improving TP sharing among academics.
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